Green Campus Committee

April 12, 2011

Present: Mutiara Mohamed, Joan Leder, Kent Fairfield, Alice Benzecry, Cynthia Radnitz, Rich Panicucci

Garden: We met with the landscaper yesterday (Monday). He saw the site and we presented him with our ideas. He will have a plan to us by May. We should make sure he understands that we want a flower/shrub garden.

Because we would not be able to spend down the Provost Office’s contribution, Beth proposed that they make that a contribution to the class gift. Rich told us we could not use the money to make a contribution to the class gift. Consequently, he suggests we start with moving the gazebo so that we can spend down the $10,000. Cynthia will email Beth that we need to use as much of the $10,000 as possible by June 30. We need to finalize where we need to put the gazebo, and we need to see if Dick Frick is agreeable to a stone base.

Earth Day: Rich will buy the stage. I will email Michelle Vaccaro. We will email that she will be seeing a charge for $140 of the Alan bill. Mutiara will be there at 8:00 to meet Alan Tent rentals the day of the event. We need to find out from Alan where the electrical will go. Tent should be close to the road. Hopefully, Ed is taking care of the tables. Stage should be close to the electrical outlets. Julie is bringing a few companies to serve food. We will have posters near the entrance to the library. We also need to do publicity. Students are putting posters up all over campus. Alice is taking care of publicity. Alice may be there for a while. Alice will bring table cloths from last year. We need to get those forms to MEVO, FAUN.

List of Participants:

1. GCC table/Book Exchange
2. Plant Sale Table
3. Poster Table
4. Green Team
5. Language, Culture and Professional Advancement (PLCPA) organization
6. SWAN nee certificate of insurance
7. MEVO
8. FAUN-NJ
9. Vegetarian group
13. TNR
14. Sign up for Greenway hike, River cleanup, Literature table,

15. Career Center

16. Library

17. Office of Global Learning

18. Slurpy Machines/ popcorn Need proof of insurance

19. Donor

20. Table for the food

Next meeting is Wednesday at 3:00 pm in the Susan B. Anthony conference room.